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The real right has overtakes the potency,This kind overtakes the potency saying
that the real right “overtakes the nature” or “the pursuit power”the potency,After
referring to the real right to be established, No matter its subject matter does go
through many places to who the hand,The real right average per person may
overtake the subject matter to be at,But controls its thing directlyBut the good
intentions obtained the system to limit above the property rights to overtake the
power the potency,Solved the good intentions paid vendee to obtain the movable
property, the real estate property rights validity,In the certain extent has sacrificed
all person's benefit,It has the vital role regarding the maintenance commodity
exchange's security and the good orderTherefore, many national and the local
civil law confirmed the good intentions obtain the systemRegarding this
system,what the people pay attention are more is questions and so on its
historical evolution, constitution important document, legal effectThis system has
solved between the subject matter original owner and the good intentions
grantee's real right ownership question, obtains the subject matter quality slight
defect, the delay payment to the good intentions vendee, to injure the payment
and so on to involve the good intentions grantee with to have no right to punish
between the human the creditor's rights question actually very little to pay
attention. So when has the above question, the good intentions obtain system
itself inextricability these questions ,this becomes the good intentions to obtain
place of the system minor defect in something otherwise perfect, but these
questions are in the judicial practice often bumps intoIn this case, how does the
good intentions grantee seek the civil relief? Must solve this problem, can only
obtain outside the system from the good intentions - to have no right to punish
seeks the above question the relief way. Obtains in the good intentions under the













factors; first, the author punishes the property the behavior; Second, because the
author punishes the property the behavior to cause the author and the relative
person (i.e. good intentions grantee) works out the contract. Such solution good
intentions let the material quantity slight defect question the mentality then
concentrate, in the discussion has no right to punish between the human and the
good intentions grantee in the contract potency, If has no right under the
background which the good intentions obtain to punish the contract to be
effective, not only then the good intentions grantee is authorized to obtain the
subject matter the property rights,If the subject matter has the quality slight
defect, but can also have no right through the investigation to punish person's
violation responsibility, obtains the full relief; Otherwise, can only through
conclude a treaty the neglect duty to obtain the corresponding relief, but this kind
of relief is not very full to the good intentions grantee. Under this article analyzed
the good intentions from the law and the theory angle to obtain has no right to
punish the contract the legal effect, obtained has no right to punish the contract is
effective,Thus, The good intentions vendee when obtains the quality to have the
slight defect subject matter, to have no right to punish the human to delay the
payment subject matter and so on to involve the creditor's rights question, may
through the investigation have no right to punish person's violation responsibility
to obtain the relief.
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